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Abstract
Diesel exhaust after treatment system is usually designed to meet stringent packaging constraints and emission norms.
After treatment packaging has critical impact on the overall system efficiency and durability since many components
in exhaust systems have welded joints. An after treatment inlet and outlet tube joints, connected to engine outlet and
Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) tailpipe respectively are subjected to vibrations and bending moment
leading to fatigue failure at the inlet/outlet welded joints. It has been observed over the years that the prevailing failure
modes in after treatment systems are cracked welds at joints between inlet tubes and flanges, outlet tubes and
connecting tailpipes. Fatigue failure is a complex and progressive form of local damage which occurs in welded
components of exhaust after-treatment systems. Thus, this fatigue failure needs to be estimated accurately and at the
early stage of design to save cost and time. But due to geometrical irregularities, compact packaging design and load
transfer conditions, it becomes difficult to estimate accurate fatigue strength of the welded areas. Thus weld fatigue
analysis, a high cycle fatigue test to validate inlet/outlet module of exhaust system against dynamic overturning
bending moment and to calculate the location of minimum weld fatigue life within the inlet welded joints is
performed. Weld fatigue analysis uses advanced fatigue assessment technique, BS 7608, Stress x Life (S x N)
approach for accurate and precise estimation of welds. The present work deals with reducing the package volume of
the after treatment system by applying different concepts, verifying design robustness by FEA simulation using
ANSYS 18.2 and validating the structural durability of the system by testing. The objective of the present work is to
estimate the fatigue life of the welded structures precisely and accurately, calculate the threshold bending moment to
determine whether the design is robust to the bending moment loads seen over course of its life and make design
modifications as per simulation result. Further the FEA and testing results of weld fatigue analysis are correlated.
Keywords: Fatigue Analysis, After-treatment system, Fatigue life, Stress-based approach, packaging design
1. Introduction
The diesel engine has the merits of high power output, low fuel consumption and excellent longevity. However, the
fuel lean combustion also generates significant amount of hazard emissions, such as oxides of nitrogen and particle
matters, exposure of which increases the risk of respiratory infection, heart problems, premature death and lung
cancer.
2. Design Procedure
Hence regulation on diesel engine emission has become more and more stringent, leading to a large volume of diesel
aftertreatment catalysts. Catalyst packaging becomes a challenging task for diesel aftertreament system design. The
criteria for an optimal packaging design are to: (1) fit large catalysts into the limited space of the vehicles, and (2)
maintain the well utilization of packed catalysts. As emission regulations are getting stringent day by day, it is also
leading to lighter and compact vehicles. The after treatment system is designed to be mounted either on engine or on
chassis. Also while designing an after treatment system, it is needed to check the available space according to the
mounting strategy. As per OEM space claim requirement, different concepts for compact packaging design are
generated during brain storming sessions with the cross functional team. Using Pugh matrix, one best concept for
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compact ppackaging is doown selected aand preliminaryy CAD modelss are created using Creo 2.0. The prelimina
ary CAD
model for newly selectedd concept design is shown ass in Figure 1.
After desiigning, OEM fit check is ddone to verifyy whether the system fits pproperly in thee vehicle with
hout any
interferencce with the surrrounding partss and keeping iin mind the serrviceability conncern. The desiign has passed in OEM
fit check oon the basis off feedback from
m OEM. Therre is consideraable length redduction in the nnew concept design
d
as
compared to baseline design. The overrall system lenngth has been rreduced by 12 %.

Figuree 1. Preliminaryy CAD model for concept deesign
3. Weld Stress and Fatiigue Life Asseessment- BS76608 Approach
h
Thin stainnless steel com
mponents with high heat resiistance, high ccorrosion resisstance and exccellent workab
bility are
increasingly used in exhhaust systems. Because exhaaust systems arre usually wellded structuress, more empha
asis is on
strength im
mprovement annd characteristtics and mechaanism involvedd in welded joiints (Oh, 20177). Fatigue is one of the
most criticcal failure mode occurring iin the welded structures. Thhus fatigue liffe assessment is the critical step for
analyzing vehicle’s struuctural durabillity. However welded jointss are the weakkest part of thhe exhaust sy
ystem. In
assessing ffatigue life of welded
w
compoonents, a reliable determinatioon of fluctuatinng stress is reqquired (Alexandre et al.,
2001). Thhe stress conceentration in w
welded joints ddominates the fatigue behavvior of weldedd structure. Th
he stress
distribution in welded jooints primarily depends on geeometry, stresss concentrationn, loading casee and material elastic
e
or
plastic behhavior (Apurvaa & Pande, 20114).
Structural stress methodss are now wideely used in fatiggue life assessm
ment of weldedd structures annd structures with stress
concentrattions. The struuctural stress cconcept is bassed on the asssumption of a global stress distribution at critical
locations ssuch as weld toes
t
or weld thhroats, and theere are severall variants of sttructural stresss approaches available
a
(Wei, Yanng, & Luo, 2014).
For analyzzing the weldeed structures annd for fatigue life estimationn of welds, maany reliable andd validated fattigue life
assessmennt approaches are
a currently im
mplemented.
The fatiguue strength of welded
w
joints iin steels structuures is definedd by the Britishh Standards 76608. In BS 760
08, welds
are classiffied into severral groups andd for each grooup the characcteristic stress-- life curves aare defined forr various
probabilitiies of failure. The
T figure 1 shhows the S-N ccurve defined ffor various claasses of weldedd joints.
The curvees have a consstant slope bettween 105 andd 107 cycles, w
where the stresss-life relationnship is defined by the
equation (ffor the mean liife of welded sstructure):
∆

𝑁
Where,
N is the enndurance in cycles.
S is the noominal stress raange.
Ko is the cconstant for a particular
p
weldd classificationn
m is the slope of the S-N
N curve in log-log scale.
∆ is a funcction of the staandard deviatioon of the fatiguue life
d is numbeer of standard deviations from
m the mean
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The variabble d is termedd as “design criterion” and iss expressed as number of staandard deviatioons from the mean
m
life.
BS approaach assumes ‘dd’ as a positivee if it is below tthe mean line (BS7608, 19933).
To accounnt for variability the weld ffatigue curvess given in varrious weld fatiigue methods are provided with an
associatedd probability off failure. The stress-life (SN
N) curves in BS
S7608 are definned by standardd deviations aw
way from
the mean vvalue. Figure 2 shows weldd fatigue curvees for a specifi
fic weld class with varied prrobabilities of survival
(BS7608, 1993).

93)
Figuure 2. S-N curvves for Weld Fatigue from BS 7608 for varrious Probabiliities of Failuree (BS7608, 199
In the pressent work, fatiggue design andd evaluation off welded jointss are primarily carried out baased on structurral stress
with a seriies of classifiedd weld S-N cuurves due to caapability of connsistently captuuring the stresss concentration effects
on fatigue behaviour andd their mesh innsensitivity in sstress determinnation at weldss.
4. Weld F
Fatigue Analyssis approach
Weld fatiggue analysis is a high cycle ffatigue test is uused to validatte after treatmeent module inllets and outlets against
dynamic ooverturning beending momennt. This analyssis is used to evaluate life oof weld in term
ms of life cyc
cles. The
resulting sstructural stress calculations will be mesh-insensitive, reegardless of eleement size, eleement type, inttegration
order usedd, as long as thee overall geom
metry of a compponent is reasoonably represeented in a finitee element mod
del. Weld
fatigue annalysis is impoortant becausee weld strenggth determiness the assemblyy strength andd also tolerable stress
amplitude in weld HAZ
Z is very less aas compared too ultimate tenssile strength of the parent m
material. Finite element
model of tthe welded boddy is built to m
match the loadinng and constraaint conditionss of the physicaal tests, and then tested
to simulatee the physical testing.
t
A statiic analysis is ruun on each finite element moodel to determiine the stresses present
within the structure.
These streesses are then transformed
t
innto the equivallent structural stress range annd are fed as iinput in Fe-Safe which
further callculates the weeld fatigue life based on Masster S-N curve..
•

Required Inpuuts:

The prrimary input foor weld fatiguee analysis is mooment magnituude, number off cycles, permissible probabillity
failuree along with CAD
C
models, liiners material pproperties andd boundary connditions.

of

Momeent Magnitude = 320Nm
Number of cycles = 1 million
Permisssible probabillity of failure = 2.2 %
•

A
Acceptance criiteria:

The passinng criterion forr acceptable annd safe design is 1e6 cycles aat 2.2% probabbility of failuree.
•

A
Analysis assum
mptions:

a)

Inn Fe-safe, fatiggue life calculaations are donee by considerinng steel materiial properties oof weld class F2
F using
B
BS7608 approaach with d=2 (22.2% of probabbility of failure).

b) T
Temperature efffects are not considered in thhe simulation
c)

S
Slip and separaation between pparts is assumeed not to occurr, justifying a llinear model.

d) T
The effect of reesidual stress ddue to forming will have littlee effect on mean stress.
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e)

V
Variation in thickness during forming operaation is neglected.

f)

S
Stress concentrations due to w
welded bosses and forces froom the acceleraation of wire, sstraps, and insu
ulation
have a negligible effect on daamage.

Sensor bosses are
a not weldedd in FE model. Bosses share bbonded contacct with parent bbodies.
g) S
• IImporting CAD geometry annd Solid to sheell conversion::
In Fatigue analysis, inlett/outlet tube C
CAD model is iimported and cconverted intoo shell body byy assigning app
propriate
thickness and extractingg mid surfacess. The concernned welded arreas whose fattigue life needds to be evalu
uated are
modelled uusing 4-node shell
s
elements.. The nodes off the shell elem
ments representting the weld aare offset (by t/2)
t from
the locatioon of the weld toes. Figure 3 shows the CA
AD geometry of inlet tube asssembly.

metry of inlet/ooutlet sub-moddule
Figuree 3. CAD geom
•
W
Weld details:
Fatigue annalyses of welldments requirre detailed knowledge of thhe stress fieldss in critical reegions. From the
t weld
drawings, the details off different weldded areas are sought and acccordingly diffferent shell boodies are connected by
welds. Thee weld between inlet tube annd surroundingg components aare modeled byy using verticaal and inclined areas.
Figure 4 annd Table I shoows the weld ddetails of inlet/ooutlet tube joinnt.

Figurre 4. Weld detaails of the inlett tube sub-moddule
Weld Details off Inlet Tube Joiint
Table I. W
Weld Locaation

Weld Name

Weld-11

W
Weld between inleet tube and Marmoon

Weld-22

Weeld between inlet ttube and inlet flannges

Weld-33

Weld between heeat shields at inlett

Weld-44

Weld between flanges at inlet

Weld-55

Weld betweenn Heat shields

Weld-66

Weld bbetween inlet 2nd fflange and 2nd heaat shield

Weld-77

Weldd between inlet 2ndd flange and outerr body
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• M
Meshing:
In Fatiguee analysis, in thhe critical areaas such as wellded areas, verry fine mesh oof quad elemeents is used. Also quad
elements aare less stiff annd give realistic and accuratte results. Shelll 181 elementts are used for meshing. Figu
ure5 and
Table II shhows the meshhing details.

Figure 5. Messhed inlet tube sub-module
Table II. D
Discretization details
d
Element Size

Element type

No. of Noodes

No. of Eleements

3mm
m

Quad44

107263

1310773

Shell 181

• D
Defining Conttacts:
Contacts aare defined so that
t the bodies stay in load traansfer path andd offers realistiic force distribuution. Among different
contact typpes, bonded coontacts and Noo-separation coontacts are of llinear types w
which are used for connecting
g various
bodies beccause that allow
ws for rigid forrce transfer. Fiigure 6 shows the contact deetails.

Figuree 6. Contact deetails
• Assigning Maaterial Propertiies:
It is assum
med that the inllet/outlet sub-m
module and alll other parts booth are manufa
factured from S
SS409. Both th
he parent
and weld m
material are assumed to be S
SS409 and propperties are listeed in Table III.
Table III: M
Material Propeerties
Componennt Frame – Materiaal SS409
Elastic Modulus, E (MPa)

2.06e+5

Density, ƍ (kgg/m^3)

7750

Yield Strengthh, (MPa)

240

Poisson’s rratio

0.28
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• Application of Loads and Boundary condiitions:
2 load steep approach: Multi-axial
M
strress is alwayss present in tthe welded coomponent withh or without complex
geometricaal configuratioons. Thus, the multi-axial effect on fatiguue life should be consideredd properly. In order to
investigatee the influencee of the loads, two loading cases are considered: axial teension load andd out of plane bending
moment. T
The first step in the Weld ffatigue analysiis is creating two load stepps in ANSYS, corresponding
g to two
orthogonall input loadinggs 1 m out from
m the weld plane. The stress fields from tthese static sollutions will be
e linearly
superposedd in Fe-safe too simulate the loading of eaach element ovver the weld suurface throughhout the entire
e loading
cycle.
Fixed Supports: In Weldd fatigue analyysis, fixed suppports are appliied at 45° on tthe top and botttom sides of the
t outer
body of thhe inlet subasseembly to simuulate the forcess exerted by fixxture at the tim
me of testing. The fixed supp
ports are
applied to constrain the exerting
e
forcess and fix the m
model to avoid deformation aat that location as shown in Fig
F 7.

Figure 7. Appplication of Fixxed supports
mm distance too create momeent on the inlett tube as
Remote foorce: Also a reemote force off 320N is appllied at 1000 m
shown in F
Fig 8. Remote force is considdered to be riggid because of the rigid conneections.

Figure 8. Appplication of Reemote force
5. Simulattion Results
The FEA rresults for the 1st iteration aree shown in Tabble IV.
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Table IV. F
FEA RESULT
TS FOR 1st IT
TERATION
Weeld Location

W
Weld Name

Weld-1

Weld between inlet tube and Maarmon

Noo. of life cycles wiith 2.2 % probability of failure (d=2
2)
2.5 E+06

Weld-2

Weld between innlet tube and inlet flanges

7.20 E+05

Weld-3

Weld betweeen heat shields at iinlet

6.04 E+06

Weld-4

Weld betw
ween flanges at inllet

2.51 E+06

Weld-5

Weld betw
ween Heat shieldss

1.2 E+06

Weld-6

Weld between inlet 2nd flange and 2ndd heat shield

2.27 E+06

Weld-7

W between inleet 2nd flange and oouter body
Weld

1.64 E+06

Since weldd 2 fails in 1st iteration, seveeral design moddifications were done and annalysis was runn until the welld passes
the acceptaance criteria.
The Table V shows the 6th iteration wiith design moddifications passsing the accepttance criteria.
Table V. F
Fea results for 6th iteration
Weeld Location

W
Weld Name

Noo. of life cycles wiith 2.2 % probability of failure (d=2
2)

Weld-1

Weld between inlet tube and Maarmon

3.17 E+06

Weld-2

Weld between innlet tube and inlet flanges

1.18 E+06

Weld-3

Weld betweeen heat shields at iinlet

5.12 E+06

Weld-4

Weld betw
ween flanges at inllet

2.87 E+06

Weld-5

Weld betw
ween Heat shieldss

1.2 E+06

Weld-6

Weld between inlet 2nd flange and 2ndd heat shield

2.07 E+06

Weld-7

W between inleet 2nd flange and oouter body
Weld

1.64 E+06

• Design modiffications:
Remove skkip weld and apply full welld at weld 2 annd also the tubbe length is inncreased by 6%
%. If the tube length is
increased ffurther, the weeld fails.
Thus, goodd to go with thhe iteration 6 ddesign.
• M-N curve ploot:
Static anallysis results aree read in Fe-saafe for fatigue life calculationn using BS 7608 approach.
The outpuut outlined in thhis paper is a pplot of stress ‘nnormal to the w
weld toe’ overr the course off a single loadiing cycle
created byy Fe-safe. This reveals the peeak to peak streess range expeerienced by a w
weld. The bendding moment versus
v
its
respective number of fatiigue life cycless is plotted in thhe Fig 9 as M-N
N curve whichh is further usedd to calculate threshold
bending m
moment.

F
Figure 9. M-N Curve for Inleet sub-Module
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• Calculation off threshold bennding moment:
e service
Thrreshold bendinng moment is tthe moment appplied to get thhe maximum ffatigue life cycles during the
lifee of the componnent.
Bennding momentt required for 1 million life cycles of inlet ttube = 27379 x ((1000000)(-00.319))
= 333.74 Nm
3333.74Nm bendinng moment is tto be applied tto get 1 Millionn life cycles.
•

F
Fatigue life ploots of various critical welds at inlet tube jooint:

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(f)

(e)

weld locations at inlet
Figure 100. Fatigue Lifee plots for all w
welds passes thee acceptance criteria of
Fig 10 shoows the fatigue life plots for thhe welded joinnts in inlet sub module. All w
1E06 life ccycles.
Fatigue liffe plots for all welded
w
joints iin the inlet subb module are shhown in Fig 100 and summariized in Table V.
V All the
welded joiints of the currrent inlet tube ddesign have faatigue life moree than 1 millioon life cycles. A
Among all thesse joints,
the most crritical and pronne to failure joints are weld 22, at inlet tube aand flange havving fatigue lifee 1.18 million and
a weld
between heeat shield and flange
f
having fatigue life 1.22 million meet the acceptancee criteria of 1 m
million life cycles. Also
these simuulation results infer
i
that with 97.8% confideence interval (dd=2), all the w
welds will surviive more than 2 million
life cycles without failurre. The probabiility of three saamples surviviing 1.2 millionn life cycles durring test is 100
0%. Thus
as per FEA
A results, inlet tube design haas safe fatigue life and is struucturally durabble and robust to 333.74 Nm bending
moment.
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6. Validattion of Weld Fatigue
F
Analyysis
This is thee standard test method used to verify that tthe inlet or ouutlet welded tuube joints of ann aftertreatmen
nt device
have adeqquate high cyclle fatigue strenngth. Thus, thhe main purposse of this test is to determinne adequate high-cycle
fatigue lifee of aftertreatm
ment inlet/outleet welded tube joints. The ouutcome of this ttest will be faillure modes that include
but are noot limited to leakage from w
within the tested inlet/outleet joint and innternal cracks. The part needs to be
manufactuured using apprropriate producction process. These sampless are then subjected to a loadding that applie
es a 360°
strain to prroduce high fatigue failuree. Figure 11 shhows the test seetup for Weld Fatigue Analyysis.

F
Figure
11. Test setup for Weldd Fatigue Analysis of Inlet/O
Outlet of EGP
• T
Test Proceduree:
In order too determine thee fatigue strenggth of a weldedd joint configuuration under a given load coondition, it is necessary
n
to test a seeries of similar specimens. Eaach of the speccimens is subjeected to constaant amplitude looading and the
e number
of loadingg cycles requireed to produce failure in eachh specimen is recorded. An after treatmennt system is co
ompleted
painted whhite and all the welded jointts are marked red in order too detect any ddeformation orr cracks formed during
testing. Thhe after treatment device is tthen installed oon the Rotatingg bending test machine withh the guillotine
e clamps.
The bendinng moment looad of 320N is applied with an eccentric m
mass which is connected to tthe electric mo
otor by a
rotating shhaft. A spindlee is attached too the inlet/outleet joint of an aafter treatmentt device and traansfers a mom
ment load
from a spinnning mass. Due to this, bothh rotating and bbending forcess are applied att the inlet tube.. A vibration damper
d
is
located beetween the mootor and the sppindle that redduces vibrationn load from thhe motor into aafter treatmentt device.
Before starrting the test, an
a exhaust inleet sub module iis inspected for any leakagess or cracks. Tesst software is setup
s
and
test is startted. Post-test innspection is coonducted and ttest report is crreated.
RPM is neeeded to be callculated to run at the bendingg moment speccified by the giiven formula,

𝑅𝑃𝑀
𝑀

∗ ∗

(2)

Where,
m is the w
weight of Rotatiing mass
L is the mooment arm lenngth from centeer of mass to ffirst weld toe
Mb is the bbending momeent applied
R is the radius of the rotating mass
7. Validattion Results
The objecttive of this test is to validate tthe inlet designn is robust to thhe bending mom
ment loads seeen over course of
o its life
on the On and Off-Hwy applications.
a
T
The after treatm
ment body jointt components w
were tested forr high-cycle fattigue life
according to Company’s standard teest procedure. The componnents were tessted against tthe recommen
nded test
parameterss for On- Higghway and Offf-Highway appplications. A fair amount of componentts passed the test and
exceeded tthe 1.2 millionn cycle. Again tthe samples w
were leak testedd and inspectedd and continued onto 2 millio
on cycles
without isssue.
The test reesults are show
wn as follows:
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Figure 12. Test data for ssample-1

Figure 13. Test data for ssample-2

Figure 14. Test data for ssample-3
with no abnorm
mal jerks
All three ttest samples coompleted the 22.0 million testt cycles at 3200 N-m of test bbending load w
or vibratioons and showedd no internal aand external viisible weld fatiigue crack in tthe Inlet sectioon of the aftertrreatment
system durring post inspeection.
The correllation of fatiggue analysis oof both by sim
mulation and vvalidation is sshown in Tablle VI. The co
orrelation
between siimulation and validation resuults shows thatt design is robuust and have safe fatigue lifee.
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Table VI. Correlation of simulation and validation
Weld Location

Weld Name

Simulation Results

Weld-1

Weld between inlet tube and Marmon

3.17 E+06

Validation Results
2.0 E+06

Weld-2

Weld between inlet tube and inlet flanges

1.18 E+06

2.0 E+06

Weld-3

Weld between heat shields at inlet

5.12 E+06

2.0 E+06

Weld-4

Weld between flanges at inlet

2.87 E+06

2.0 E+06

Weld-5

Weld between Heat shields

1.2 E+06

2.0 E+06

Weld-6

Weld between inlet 2nd flange and 2nd heat shield

2.07 E+06

2.0 E+06

Weld-7

Weld between inlet 2nd flange and outer body

1.64 E+06

2.0 E+06

8. Conclusion
The down selected concept for compact packaging design of after treatment system shows considerable length
reduction by 12 % as compared to baseline design.
The FEA results also states that with 97.8% confidence interval (d=2), all the welds will survive more than 1 million
life cycles without failure with the design modification in tube length.
It is also ensured about validation through FEA analysis of welds that the probability of three samples surviving 1.2
million life cycles during test is 100%.
It is also inferred from the fatigue simulation that 333.74 N-m threshold bending moment is to be applied to achieve
maximum service life of the inlet components.
The validation results infer that all the three test samples have passed the safe design criteria of 1.2million life cycles
without any cracks or failure.
The correlation of Weld fatigue simulation and testing have 2% variation in both the results considering number of life
cycles.
Thus as per FEA results and testing, inlet tube design has safe fatigue life (reduced warranty claims) and is structurally
durable and robust.
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